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WHO IS YOUR BEST FRIEND?
THIS BANK, OF COURSE
It serves von everv day in the vonr by enrine fur
your money, thereby preventing its being lost j'
frittered away, it not only does this, bin it pays
you for the privilege of doing so by paying Hve
per cent interest mi yoUT time deposits.
It gives, you the free benefit of expert advice
mi any subject Involving the use or iandlingof
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it will loan you money at any time on approved security, and aid yon in its investment
.Hid advise yon In its management, if you so
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It will aid you in many other ways if ymi
will give it the opportunity.
We invite yon to open an aeeoiint and become
I regular patron, ami pay your hills by check.
It is the modern hnsiness way, and it is the
safest, wav.
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PARK PRODUCE CO.
We are here prepared to buy your
Hogs, Veal, Hides, Poultry, Eggs, Etc.
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COOK BY WIRE
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Escape the hours of kitchen
drudgery, the dirt, the heat
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Is the Greatest Car Value
the World has ever Known
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Is clean, convenient, economical.

"Makes life brighter and the
day's work lighter."
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